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(1) None follows
(2) Only I follows
(3) Only II follows
(4) Both I and II follow
(5) None of these
15. Statements :
All hills are trees.
All trees are jungles.
All jungles are bushes.
Conclusions:
I. All trees are bushes.
ll. Some jungles are hills.
(1) None follows
(2) Only I follows
(3) Only II follows
(4) Both I and II follow
(5) None of these

Directions (16-20): These questions are based on the following letter/
number/symbol arrangement. Study it
carefully and answer the questions.
Z $3 H@ 8 B 1 #A 7 C L'J US
K*EWI2F%T
.
16. If all the vowels in the arrangement are replaced by the letter
following it in the English alphabetic series, how many alphabets will appear twice in
the given arrangement?
(1) None
(2) One
(3) Two
(4) Three
(5) More than three
17. Which of the following elements is the sixth to the right
of fourteenth from the right?
(1) 8
(3) J

(2) #
(4) E

(5) None of these
18. How many such numbers are
there in the above arrangement, each of which is immediately preceded by a vowel
and also immediately followed by a consonant?
(1) None
(2) One
(3) Two
(4) Three
(5) More than three
19. Four of the following five are
alike in a certain way based on
their position in the above arrangement and so form a
group. Which is the one that
does not belong to the group?
(1) BA#
(2) #7 A
(3) 5*K
(4) W2I
(5) 3@H
20. If the first eight digits/symbols/letters from the left are
interchanged in a way that the

f1rst component is exchanged
with the eighth, the second
with the seventh and so on,
which of the following would
be the sixth from the left?
(1)

@

(2) 3

(3) H
(4) B
(5) None of these

Directions (21-25): Study the
following information carefully to answer these questions.
Eight friends A, B, C, D, E, F, G
and H are sitting around a circle
facing the centre. A sits third to the
left of B, while second to the right
of F. D does not sit next to A or B. C
and G always sit next to each other.
H never sits next to D and C does
not sit next to B.
21. Which of the following pairs
sits between H and E?
(1) F, D
(2) H, B
(3) C, G

(4) E, G

(5) None of these
22. Starting from A's position, if all
the eight were arranged in alphabetical order in clockwise
direction, the seating position
of how many members (excluding A) would not change?
(1) None
(2) One
(3) Two
(4) Three
(5) Four
23. Which of the following pairs
has only one person sitting
between them, if the counting
is done in clockwise direction?
(1) A, B
(2) C, D
(3) F, E
(4) G, H
(5) E, A

24. Who sits to the immediate right
ofE?
(1) A

(2) D

(3) F
(4) H
(5) None of these
25. What is the position of B with
respect to C?
(1) Second to the left
(2) Third to the right
(3) Third to the left
(4) Can't be deter.mined
(5) None of these

Directions (26-30)~ Study the set
of numbers given below and answer the
questions which follow :
427 581 839 275 589
26. Which of the following numbers
will be obtained if the second
digit of greatest number is sub-

traded from the second digit
of lowest number after adding
one to each of the numbers?
(1) 1
(3) 3

(2) 2
(4) 4

(5) 5
27. If in each number, first and the
last digit are interchanged,
which of the following will be
the third highest number?
(1) 427
(2) 581
(3) 839
(4) 275
(5) 589
28. If in each number the second
and the third digits are interchanged, which will be the second highest number?
(1) 427
(2) 581
(3) 839
(4) 275
(5) 589
29. If two is subtracted from the first
digit of each of the numbers and
then the first and the third digits are interchanged, which of
the following will be the lowest?
(1) 427
(2) 581
(3) 839
(4) 275
(5) 589
30. If in each number, all the three
digits are arranged in ascending order, which of the following
will be the third lowest number?
(1) 427
(2) 581
(3) 839
(4) 275
(5) 589

Directions (31-35): In each of
these questions a group of letters is
given followed by four combinations
of number/symbol numbered (1), (2),
(3) & (4). Letters are to be coded as per
the scheme and conditions given below. You have to find out the serial
number of the combination, which represents the letter group. Serial number.
of that combination is your answer. If
none of the combinations is ccrrect,
your answer is (5), i.e., 'None of these'.
Letters: D K M B I N P !{ JA L S E Q G
Number/:%3 7 *4@$ 1 85 # 9 2 £ 6
Symbol Code

Conditions :
(i) If the first letter is a consonant
and the last a vowel, both are to
be coded as the code of the vowel.
(ii) If the first letter is a vowel and
the last a consonant, the codes
for the first and the last are to
be interchanged.
(iii) If no vowel is present in the
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31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

group of letters, the second and
the fifth letters are to be coded
as©.
KQAPJE
(1) 3£5$82 (2) 3£58$2
(3) 2£5$82 (4) 2£5$83
(5) None of these
EMANRB
(1) * 75@12 (2) 275@1 *
(3) ©75@2© (4) •75@h:
(5) None of these
JAQDKP
(1) 85£%38 (2) $5£%3$
(3) $5£%38 (4) $5£3°/~8
(5) None of these
QDBGRM
(1) £%*617 (2) £©•6©7
(3) £%*167 (4) %£*61©
(5) None of these
.
lKQLMS
(1) 43£#74 (2) ©3£#7©
(3) 4£3#74 (4) 93£#74
(5) None of these

Directions (36-40): Each of the
questions below consists of a question
and two statements numbered I and II
are given below it. You have to decide
whether the data provided in the statements are sufficient to answer the question. Read both the statements andGiven answer (1),ifthe data in
Statement I alone are sufficient to
answer the question, while the data
in Statement II alone are not sufficient to answer the question.
Give answer (2), if the data in
Statement II alone are sufficient to
answ<·!;" the question, while the data
in Statement I alone are not sufficient to answer the question.
Give answer (3), If the data in
Statement I alone or in Statement II
alone are sufficient to answer the
question.
Give answer (4), if the data in
both the Statements I alone or in
Statement II are not sufficient to
answer the question.
Give answer (5), if the data in
both the Statements I and II together
are necessary to answer the question.
36. Who among P, Q, R and T is
heaviest?
I. Q is lighter than only T
among them while P is
lighter than R.
II. T's weight is 20 times the
weight of R while 35 times
the weight of P.

37. Which direction is Rahul facing?
I. He took two consecutive left
turns from the starting
point P.
II. He started walking towards North from point P.
38. What is Nitesh's rank in the class?
I. Madhur is two ranks above
Nitesh who is among the
top 15% in his class.
ll. SamirissixranksaboveNitesh
and is 25th from the bottom.

39. How is X related toY?
I. X is the only son of Y's
mother-in-law.
IT. X's only daughter has only one
brother, who is the son of Y.
40. On which day of the week does
Sudha's birthday fall?
I. Her birthday falls atleast
two days after Wednesday.
II. She celebrated her birthday,
five days after India's independence day in the year 2006.

Directions (41-50): In each of the questions given below which one of the
five answer figures should come after the problems figures if the sequence were
continued?
Problem Figures
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Directions (51-75): What should
come in place of the question mark (?)
in the following questions?
51. (52)2= ?
(1) 2601
(2) 2804
(3) 2409
(4) 2206
(5) None of these
52. 23 X?= 552 7 8
(1) 3
(3) 7

(2) 5
(4) 9

(5) None of these
53. 54% of 880- ?% of 450 = 295.2
(1) 40
(2) 44
(3) 46
(4) 48
(5) None of these
54. 328 X 55 - 1699 = ?
(1) 16169
(2) 16254.
(3) 16286
(4) 16341
(5) None of these
55. 21 X 11 X 7 =?
(1) 1613
(2) 1615
(3) 1617
(4) 1619
(5) None of these
56. 48% of 455 = ?
(1) 218.4
(2) 209.3
(3) 227.5
(4) 236.6
(5) None of these
57. 17 X 11 X 7- 70 =?
(1) 1139
(2) 1189
(3) 1289
(4) 1239
(5) None of these
3

2

I

4

7

5

58. - of -of -of 560 = ?

59.

60.

61.

62.

(1) 28
(2) 24
(3) 32
(4) 36
(5) None of these
(13)3 = ?
(1) 169
(2) 2197
(3) 2184
(4) 28561
(5) None of these
648 ..;- 18 ..;- 6 = ?
(1) 8
(2) 12
(3) 16
(4) 24
(5) None of these
5439 - 476 - 86 =?
(1) 4677
(2) 4770
(3) 4877
(4) 4970
(5) None of these
15 X 35 7 25 + 12 =?
(1) 34
(2) 31
(3) 37
(4) 39
(5) None of these
I

I

63. s+~;?
(1) 22

07
(2 ) 24

03

(3) 26

09
(4) 28

(5) None of these
64. (0.5)2 =?
(1) 2.5
(2) 0.0025
(3) 0.25
(4) 0.025
(5) None of these
65. (85)2 - 85 = ?
(1) 7225
(2) 7140
(3) 7055
(4) 6970
(5) None of these
66. 372 7 56x7 = ?
(1) 40.5
(2) 42.5
(3) 44.5
(4) 46.5
(5) None of these
67. 6767 + 4892 = ? - 3285
(1) 15000
(2) 14900
(3) 15100
(4) 14800
(5) None of these
68.

(3) Rs. 6,862
(4) Rs. 6682.5
(5) None of these
77. If (22) 3 is subtracted from the
square of a number, the answer so obtained is 9516. What
is the number?
(1) 144

78 .

79.

fi +33= J4096

(1) 961
(2) 31
(3) 62
(4) 979
(5) None of these
69. 46% of 750-? =284
(1) 63
(2) 65
(3) 67
(4) 69
(5) None of these
70. 911 + 938 = (?)2
(1) 41
(2) 47
(3) 43
(4) 49
(5) None of these
71. 12862 + 7728- 878 = ? X 64
(1) 412
(2) 676
(3) S64
(4) 308
(5) None of these
72 . 5625 + J? = 225
(1) 441
(2) 484
(3) 529
(4) 576
(5) None of these
73. 12 + 22 X 75 + 15 = ?
(1) 170
(2) 164
(3) 122
(4) 145
(5) None of these
74 . 980 + 35 X 16 =?
(1) 416
(2) 464
(3) 432
(4) 448
(5) None of these
75. 769- 341 + 77 =?
(1) 505
(2) 515
(3) 525
(4) 535
(5) None of thes~
76. Wnat would be the simple interest obtained on an amount
of Rs. 8,955/- at the rate of 10
p.c.p.a. after 7 years?
(1) Rs. 6268.5
(2) Rs. 6,628/-

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

(2) 142

(3) 138
(4) 136
(5) None of these
If (73)2 is added to the square
of a number, the answer so obtained is 14933. What is the
number?
(1) 9604
(2) 98
(3) 96
(4) 9216
(5) None of these
The average age of a man and
his son is 16 years. The ratio of
their ages is 15 : 1 respectively.
What is the son's age?
(1) 30 years (2) 32 years
(3) 2 years (4) 4 years
(5) None of these
What is 412 times 62?
(1) 25132
(2) 24720
(3) 26638
(4) 25544
(5) None of these
The product of two consecutive even numbers is 5928.
What is the greater number?
(1) 74
(2) 76
(3) 72
(4) 78
(5) None of these
What would be the compound
interest obtained on an amount
of Rs. 9,000/- at the rate of 12
p.c.p.a. after 2 years?
(1) Rs. 2,209/(2) Rs. 2289.6/(3) Rs. 2829.6/(4) Rs. 2,982/(5) None of these
A car covers a distance of 737
kms. in 11 hours. What is the
speed of the car?
(1) 64 km/hr.
(2) 62 km/hr.
(3) 67 km/hr.
(4) Cannot be determined
(5) None of these
What approximate value
should come in place of the
question mark (?) in the following question?
567 + 31 X (12) 2 + 18 =?
(1) 2431
(2) 2569
(3) 2334
(4) 2785
(5) 2652
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85. What is the least number to be
added to 2000 to make it a perfect square?
(1) 25
(2) 64
(3) 36
(4) 49
(5) None of these
86. Ms. Bhavya Luthra deposits an
amount of Rs. 45,0001- to obtain a simple interest at the rate
of 10 p.c.p.a. for 3 years. What
total amount will Ms. Bhavya
Luthra get at the end of 3 years?
(1) Rs. 56,5251(2) Rs. 57,550 I(3) Rs.58,500I(4) Rs. 59,575/(5) None of these
87. A shopkeeper buys 5 chairs for
Rs. 7,890/- and later sells them
for Rs.8,900/-. How much
profit does the shopke~per
make per chair?
(1) Rs. 212/- (2) Rs. 2281(3) Rs. 2151- (4) Rs. 2221(5) None of these
88. A, Band C divide an amount
of Rs. 9,8611- amongst themselves in the ratio of 3:11 :5 respectively. What is the B's
share in the amount?
(1) Rs. 4,671/(2) Rs. 5,709 I(3) Rs. 6,228/(4) Rs. 7,2661(5) None of these
89. There are 3450 employees in an
organization. Out of which
42% got promoted. How many
such employees are there who
got promoted?
(1) 1449
(2) 1518
(3) 1587
(4) 1656
(5) None of these
90. Find the average of the following set of scores.

91.

92.

93.

94.

567, 434, 323, 290, 401
(1) 398
(2) 412
(3) 407
(4) 403
(5) None of these
The difference between 90% of
a number and 74% of the same
number is 268. What is 56% of
that number?
(1) 946
(2) 938
(3) 952
(4) 964
(5) None of these
If an amount of Rs. 5,874/- is
distributed equally amongst 33
persons. How much amount
would each person get?
(1) Rs. 178/- (2) Rs. 1761(3) Rs. 174/- (4) Rs. 172/(5) None of these
In an annual examination
Bhairavi scores a total of 543
marks out of 875. What is her
approximate percentage in the
annual examination?
(1) 57
(2) .62
(3) 66
(4) 69
(5) 71
If the cost of 12 kgs. of wheat is
Rs. 2281-, whatis the cost of
112 kgs. of wheat?
(1} Rs. 2,048/(2) Rs. 2,868/(3) Rs. 2,4781(4) Rs. 2,298/(5) None of these

95 . If the fraction

4 3

5

5, 7, 9,

6
11

7
are arranged in
13
ascending order of their values, which one will be the second?

and

(1)

6
(2) 11

4

~

5

7
(3) 13

5
(4) 9

(5) None of these
In
an examination it is required
96.
to get 540 of the aggregate
marks to pass. A student gets
432 marks and is declared
failed by 9% marks. What are
the maximum aggregate marks
a student can get?
(1) 1475
(2) 1350
(3) 1200
(4) Cannot be determined
(5) None of these
97. 74% of a number is 1406. What
is the number?
(1) 1750
(2) 1800
(3) 1850
(4) 1900
(5) None of these
98. The average of 4 consecutive
odd numbers A, B, C and Dis 44.
What is the product of A & D?
(1) 1763
(2) 1677
(3) 1845
(4) 2021
(5) None of these
99. The total number of students
in a school is 2025. If the number of girls in the school is
1175, then what is the respective ratio of the total number of
boys to the total number of girls
in the school?
(1) 47 : 34
(2) 17 : 23
(3) 23 : 17
(4) 34 : 47
(5) None of these
100. Unnati invest Rs. 3,4701-,
which is 25% of her monthly
income, in insurance policy.
What is her monthly income?
(1) Rs. 13,880 I(2) Rs. 12,580 I(3) Rs. 14,780/(4) Rs. 15,4801(5) None of these

[~!~..~!~~~!!!.!!~~~ .
Directions (101:-135): In each question below a combination of Name and Address is given in the first column at the
left followed by four such combinations one each under the columns 1, 2, 3 & 4. You have to find out the combination
which is exactly the same as the combination in the first unnumbered column. The number of that column which contains
that combination is the answer. If all the combinations are different, the answer is '5'.
1

R.P. Mathur
10l.R. P. Mathur
H. No. 282/K
H. No. 232IK
Chandigarh ~ 17 Chandigarh- 17

2

3

R.P. Mathur
R.P. Mathur
H. No. 232IK
H. No. 232IK
Chandigarh - 17 Chandigarh - 27

4

5

R.P. Mathur
H. No. 232IH
Chandigarh- 17

None
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102.Sri Nath Travel
3129 D. S. Road
Nathadwara-17

3119 D. S. Road

Sri Nath Travel

Sri Nath Travel

Sri Nath Travels

8129 D. S. Road

3129 D. S. Road

Nathadwara-17

Sri Nath Travel
3/29 D. S. Road
N a thad wara-27

Nathadwara-17

Nathadwara-17

103.Prem Arora
Deeg House,
Pin- 316629

Prem Arora
Deg House,
Pin- 316629

Prem Arora
Deeg House,
Pin- 316626

Prema Arora
Deeg House,
Pin- 316629

Prem Arora
Deeg House,
Pin- 316629

104.)ulie Bhatia
9061531, Mansa,
Shimla-19

Julie Bhatia
Julie Bhatia
Julie Bhatia
Julia Bhatia
9061531, Mansa, 906 I 531, Mansa, 6091531, Mansa, 906 I 531, Mansa,
Shimla-16
Shimla-19
Shimla-19
Shimla ~ 19

None

105.Dheodor Petit
632 'N', Sect. L,
Cap- 74IIV 1231

Dheodar Petit
632 'N', Sect. L,
Cap- 74IIV 1231

Dheodor Petit
632 'N', Sect. L,
Cap- 74IIV 1281

Dheodor Petit
632 'N', Sect. L,
Cap- 74IIV 1231

Dheodor Petit
632 'N', Sect. L,
Cap- 74IVI/231

None

106.Principal Head
D.A.V. School
Leh-1695436

Principal Head
D.A.V. School
Leh-1695436

Principal Head
D.A.V. School
Leh-1695439

Principal Head
D.P.V. School
Leh-1695436

Principle Head
D.A.V. School
Leh-1695436

None

107. Dinesh Bajpayi
III14 Link Rd .
Dholpur-318221

Dinesh Bajpayee Dinesh Bajpayi
II I 14 Link Rd.
III14 Link Rd.
Dholpur-318221 Dholpur-313221

Dinesh Bajpayi
I/14 Link Rd.
Dholpur-318221

Dinesh Bajpayi
III14 Li.n k Rd.
Dholpur-318221

None

108.Puttar Khan
Unchi Kothi,
Nahan-47

Putlar Khan
Uncha Kothi,
Nahan-47

Puttar Khan
Unchi Kothi,
Nahan-47

Putar Khan
Unchi Kothi,
Nahan-47

None

109.Manu Shashtri
'C' 8 'C' Scheme,
Jhalawar-12

Manu Shashtri
Manu Shashtri
Manu Shastri
Manu Shashtri
'C' 8 'C' Scheme, 'C' 3 'C' Scheme, 'C' 8 'C' Scheme, 'C' 8 'D'Scheme,
Jhalawar-12
Jhalawar-21
Jhalawar-12
Jhalawar-12

None

llO.Mandira Saxena
Tele-2638291
Fax- 3628321124

Mandira Saxena Mandira Saxena Mandira Saxena Mandira Saxena
Tele-2638291
Tele-2638261
Tele-2638291
Tel-2638291
Fax- 3628321124 Fax- 3628321124 Fax- 3628321142 Fax- 3628321124

None

111.Manish Bagga
Pinjour Bagan
Pin-1763981

Manish Bagga
Pinjour Bagan
Pin-1763931

Manish Bagga
Pinjour Bagan
Pin-1763981

Manish Bagga
Pinjour Bagun
Pin-1763981

Manish Baga
Pinjour Bagan
Pin-1763981

None

112.R.S. Dhawan
'Parag' 6409
Nahan-15

R.S. Dhawan
'Parag' 6409
Nahan-15

R.K. Dhawan
'Parag' 6409
Nahan-15

R.S. Dhawan
'Parag' 9409
Nahan-15

R.S. Dhawan
'Parag' 6409
Nahan-25

None

Puttar Khan
Unchi Kothi,
Nahan-74

None

None

113.Samartha Kashthi Samartha Kashthi Samartha Kashthi Samartha Kashthi Samartha Kasthi None
9IC, Gareeb Tower 6IC, Gareeb Tower 9IC, Gareeb Tower 9IC, Gareeb Tawer 9IC, Gareeb Tower
Ph- 28921736
Ph- 28921736
Ph- 28921739
Ph- 28921736
Ph- 28921736
114.B.S. Bhatnagar
Marvel Estates
Ph- 38654290

B.S. Bhatnagar
Marvel Estate
Ph- 38654290

115.Kaveri Jewellers
3/7 Hill Road
Santacruz (West)

Kaveri Jewellers Kaveri Jewellers Kaveri Jeweller
Kaveri Jewellers
3/7 I-lill Road
317 Hill Road
817 Hill Road
3/7 Hill Road
Santacruz (Nest) Santacruz (West) Santacruz (West) Santacruz (West)

None

116.Priya Gadgil
Priya Gadgil
Priya Gadgil
Priya Gadgil
Priya Gadgil
Sansar Seva Sang Sansar Seva SanghSansar Seva Sang Sansar Seva Sang Sansar Seva Sang
Tel-2536104
Tel-2536104
Tel-2536104
Tel-2539104
Fax-2536104

None

B.S. Bhatnagar
Marvel Estates
Ph- 38654260

B.S. Bhatnagar
Marvel Estates
Ph- 38654290

B.S. Bhatanagar
Marvel Estates
Ph- 38654290

None

117.Sakshi Daria
Sakshi Daria
Sakshi Daria
Sakshi Dahia
Sakshi Daria
Wadia Complex-B Wadia Complex-DWadia Comple.x-B Wadia Comp.lex-B Wadia Complex-B None
Guntoor-72
Guntoor-72
Guntoor-72
Guntur-72
Guntoor-27
118.Kousambia Rao
Ulhas Village
Sarambaug-02

Kous ambia Rao
Ulhas Village
Sarambaug-03

Ko~sa mbia Rao
Ulhas Villege
Sarambaug-02

Kausambia Rao
Ulhas Village
Sarambaug-02

Kousambia Rao
Ulhas Village
Sarambaug-02

None
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119.R.V. Suthwale
O.S.P. (Vigi) II,
Wing IV, 15/36

R.V. Suthwale
D.S.P. (Vigi) II,
Wing IV, 15/36

R.V. Suthwale
O.S.P. (Vigi) I,
Wing IV, 15/36

R.V. Suthwale
O.S.P. (Vigi) II,
Wing IV, 15/63

R.V. Suthwale
O.P.S. (Vigi) II,
Wing IV, 15/36

120.Prema Jain
R.No. 3, H.No. 24
Tonk- 326931

Prema Jain
R.No. 3, H.No. 24
Tonk- 326981

Prema Jain
R.No. 8, H.No. 24
Tonk- 326931

Prema Jain
R.No. 3, H.No. 24
Tonk- 326931

Prem Jain
None
R.No. 3, H.No. 24
Tonk- 326931

121.Uma Narayan
Q No. 4/632 '0'
Jodhpur-24

Uma Narayan

Q No. 4/632 '0'
Jodhpur-42

Uma Narayan
Q No. 4/682 '0'
Jodhpur-24

None

Jodhpur-24

Uma Narayan
Q No. 4/632 'C'
Jodhpur-24

Uma Narayan

Q No. 4/632 '0'

122.Goel Builders
III/306 S.V. Rd.
Sambhalpur-58

Gael Builders
III/306 S.V. Rd.
Sambhalpur-85

Gael Builders
III/309 S.V. Rd.
Sambhalpur-58

Gael Builder
III/306 S.V. Rd.
Sambhalpur-58

Gael Builders
III/306 S.V. Rd.
Sambhalpur-58

None

123.Arin Oohadwalla Arin Dohadwala
Burnout Bakery
Burnout Bakery
Mob- 9846312945 Mob- 9846312945

Arin Dohadwalla Arin Dohadwalla
Burnout Bakery
Burnout Bakery
Mob- 9849312945 Mob- 9846312945

None

Arun DohadwallaNone
Burnout Bakery
Mob- 9846312945

Jahangir Traders Jahangir Traders Jahangir Traders None
124.Jahangir Traders Jaha~gir Trader
Gajar Street No. 47 Gajar Street No. 47 Gajar Street No. 74 Gajar Street No. 47 Gajar Streat No. 47
hamirpur-58
hamirpur-58
hamirpur-58
hamirpur-85
hamirpur-58
125.Shobhana Owide Shob'hana Owide Shobhana Owide Shobhana Dwide Shobhana Owide None
10/B New Vila Soc. 10/B New Vila Soc. 10/B New Vila Soc.10/B New Vila Soc. 10/B New Vila Soc.
Sakinaka- 66
Sakinaka- 66
Sakinaka- 66
Sakinaka- 66
Sakinaka- 66
126.0ilawar Jogi
T.P.S./3/J.K.L.
IV /'C'-5014

Dilawar Jogi
T.P.S./3/J.K.L.
VI/'C'-5014

Dilawar Jogi
T.P.S./3/J.K.L.
IV /'C'-5014

Oilawar Jogi
T.P.S./3/J.K.L.
IV /'C'-6014

Dilawar Joggi
T.P.S./3/J.K.L.
IV /'C'-5014

None

127.Naresh Jain
Phool Galli, 27
Ujjain 489650

Naresh Jain
Phool Galli, 27
Ujjain 489650

Naresh Jain
Phool Galli, 72
Ujjain 489650

Naresh Jain
Phool Galli, 27
Ujjain 489680

Naresh Jain
Phool Galli, 27
Ujain 489650

None

128.Nav Samaj Times
Azgar Street- B2
Nathadwara-56

Nav Samaj Times
Azgar Street- 82
Nathad wara-56

Nav Samaj Times
Azgar Street- B2
Nathadwara-65

Nav Samaj Time
Azgar Street- B2
Nathadwara-56

Nav Samaj Times None
Azhar Street- B2
N a thad wara-56

129.Jestina's Salon
Surayiya Park
12-Samtanagar

Jestina's Salon
Surayiya Park
21-Samtanagar

Jastina's Salon
Surayiya Park
12-Samtanagar

Jestina's Salon
Surayiya Park
12-Sarntanagar

Jestina's Salon
Surayia Park
12-Samtanagar

None

130.Shivshankar Singh Shivshankar Singh Shivshankar Singh Shivshankar Singh Shivshankar Sing!None
41/B, Firdos Galli 14/B, Firdos Galli 41/B, Firdos Galli 41/B, Firdos Gali 41/B, Firdos Galli
P~4~1~3

P~%51~3

P~4~1~6

P~4~1~3

P~%51~3

13l.Chandrasen P.S. Chandrasen P.S.
Chandrasen P.S.
Chandasen P.S.
Chandrasen P.S. None
Akashganga Apts. Akashganga Apts. Akashganga Apts. Akashganga Apts. Akashganga Appts.
Sundarnagar-16
Sundarnagar-26
Sundarnagar-16
Sundarnagar-16
Sundarnagar-16
132.Sohail Hassan
Firdosi Baug
Fatehpur-588

Sohail Hasan
Firdosi Baug
Fatehpur-588

Sohail Hassan
Firdosi Buag
Fatehpur-588

Sohail Hassan
Firdosi Baug
Fatehpur-589

Sohal Hassan
Firdosi Baug
Fatehpur-588

None

133. Vinchi Alok KumarVinchi Alok Kumar Vinchi Alok Kumar Vinci Alok Kumar Vinchi Alok Kmnar None
Shivshakti Nagar Shivshakti Nagar Shivsakti Nagar
Shivshakti Nagar Shivshakti Nagar
Gopalganj-48
Gopalganj-84
Gopalganj-48
Gopalganj-48
Gopalganj-48
134.Rohit Satoshkar
Rohit Satoshkar
Oy. GM (Markt)
Dy. GM (Markt)
Mob- 6332819074 Mob- 6332819074

Rohit Satosh~ar
Rohit Satoshkar
Dy. GM (Markt)
Dy. GM (Mark)
Mob- 6332816074 Mob- 6332819074

Rohit Satoskar
None
Oy. GM (Markt)
Mob- 6332819074

135. Laziz Karare KababLaziz Karare Kabab Laziz Karare KababLaziz Karare Kabab Laziz Karare Kabub None
Opp. Shatir Store Op. Shatir Store
Opp. Shatir Store Opp. Shatir Store Opp. Shatir Store
Luchnow-08
Luchnow-08
Luchnow-03
Luchnow-08
Luchnow-08
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Directions (136-140): Below in
each question five words are given.
Which of them will be at the third place
if all of them are arranged alphabetically as in a dictionary?

136.(1) Perfect
(2) Percolate
(3) Perennial (4) Perception
(5) Perform
137.(1) Milestone (2) Millet
(3) Mileage (4) Military
(5) Millionaire
138.(1) Shoulder (2) Shoot
(3) Shower (4) Shock
(5) Shoes
139.(1) Conflict (2) Confuse
(3) Configure (4) Confess
(5) Confirm
140.(1) Drill
(2) Drink
(3) Drift
(4) Drip
(5) Dribble
Directions (141-145): Be!dw in

each question a news article is given.
You have to decide that the article falls
into which one of the following five areas.
(1) Political, (2) Social Issues,
(3) Science & Technology, (4)
Sports and (5) Entertainment.
14l.India makes its mark in international football championship.
(1) Political
(2) Social Issues
(3) Science & Technology
(4) Sports
(5) Entertainment
142.The never ending daily soap
finally comes to an end.
(1) Political
(2) Social Issues
(3) Science & Technology
(4) Sports
(5) Entertainment
143. Communal disharmony leads
to many deaths in the State.
(1) Political
(2) Social Issues
(3) Science & Technology
(4) Sports
(5' Entertainment
14s · ~udy reveals 70% of weight
conscious women suffer from
eating disease.
(1) Political
(2) Social Issues
(3) Science & Technology
(4) Sports
(5) Entertainment
145.MNG p::uty leader will not
campaign for the upcoming
elections.

(1) Political
(2) Social Issues
(3) Science & Technology
(4) Sports
(5) Entertainment
Directions (146-150): The number group in each question is to be codi-

fied in the following codes.
Number: 0 9 7 4 2 6 18 3
Codes : B C M Z SAP K D
You have to find out which of
the answer (1) or (2) or (3) or (4) has
the correct coded form of the given
number group and indicate it on
your answersheet. If none of the
coded form is correct, mark (5) as
the answer.
146.293486
(1) SDZCKA (2) SCDZKA
(3) SCZDKA (4) SCADZK
(5) None of these
147.408932
(1) BZKCDS (2) BKCZDS
(3) ZKCBDS (4) ZBKCDS
(5) None of these
148.963107
(1) CADPBM(2) CAPDBM
(3) CADBPM(4) CDAPBM
(5) None of these
149.693720
(1) ADCMBS (2) AMCDSB
(3) ACDMSB (4) ACDMBS
(5) None of these
150. 812364
(1) KPSADZ (2) KSPDAZ
(3) KPSDZA (4) ZBKCDS
(5) None of these

.. .GENERAt:'SOCIO•
:·:·~
.,.
"
ECONOMIC ·& BANKING
AWARENESS · ,~ .
....

c

•

•

152. 'ASHA' is a scheme of the
Govt. of India operated in the
area of .........
(1) drip irrigation
(2) universal
education
programme
(3) infrastructural development
(4) housing for rural masses
(5) health and family welfare
152.Which of the following is not
the function of Reserve Bank
of India (RBI)?
(1) Provide credit facil ity to
the general public.
(2) Keep Govt. money in various account heads.

(3) Keep Foreign Exchange
Reserve of the country in
safe custody.
(4) Frame Monetary and
Credit policy.
(5) All are RBI's functions
153.Which of the following policies/ agreements/ accords is
closely associated with the reform in Banking Industry?
(1) Doha Accord
(2) Basel Accord
(3) Look East Policy
(4) Geneva Framework
(5) All these
154.Which of the following organizations has the privilege of
issuing Bank Notes (Currency)
in India?
(1) All Nationalized Banks
(2) State Bank of India
(3) Reserve Bank of India
(4) New Note Printing Press
in India.
(5) None of these
155.The 45 member Nuclear Suppliers Group recently agreed to
lift a 34-year old nuclear trade
embargo on which of the following countries to enable it to
resume nuclear commerce
with the rest of the world?
(1) Iraq
(2) Pakistan
(3) Iran
(4) India
(5) North Korea
156.Which of the following countries has allowed Foreign Direct Investment from India for
the first time in the history of
the country?
(1) Afghanistan
(2) Nepal
(3) Pakistan
(4) Israel
(5) Ghana
157.The scheme to distribute food
grain and oil, to the poor in the
country at a subsidized rate is
generally known as .........
(1) Village Grain Bank Scheme
(2) Emergency
Feeding
Programme
(3) National Food For Work
Programme
(4) Mid day Meal Scheme
(5) Public Distribution System
158.In banking world when a loan
given by a bank to an individual or organization is not
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returned by the borrower wish- 164.The small car launched by
fully or otherwise, it is known
Tata's is known as .......... .
as .......... ..
(1) . Primo
(2) Alto
(A) Standard Asset
(3) Sumo
(4) ·Octavia
(B) Non-Performing Asset
(5) Nano
(C) Over Draft
165.Who amongst the following
(1) Only (A)
won the Junior Asia Cup
(2) Only (B)
played in Hyderabad in July
(3) Only (C)
2008?
(4) Both(A) & (B) Only
(1) Sri Lanka (2) Pakistan
(5) None of these
(3) India
(4) South Korea
159.If an individual residing in a
(5) None of these
ruralarea wishes to get a guar- 166.The o':erflow of which of the
following major rivers from
anteed 100 days employment
Nepal flooded some parts of
in Govt. sector he/she qm get
Bihar recently? ·
it through .... .. ...
(1) Ghaghra (2) Sone
(1) Pradhan Mantrf Gra~
(3) Gandak (4) Kosi
Rozgar Yojana
(5) None of these
(2) National Rural Employ16 7. Which of the following is NOT
ment Guarantee Act.
a food crop?
(3) Jawahar Rozgar Yojana
(1) Maize
(2) Cotton
(4) Antyodaya Yojana · ·
(3) Barley
(4) Wheat
(5) Any one of the above
(5) Rice
160. Which of the following is NOT
a function of a commercial 168.The Govt. of India has implemented which of the followillg
bank in India?
concepts I schemes particu(1) Accepting deposits from
larly to ensure that at the
public
schemes get enough budgetary
(2) Lending money fo public
support .for women welfare?
(3) Keeping valuables in safe
custody
(1) Gender Budgeting
.
(2) Food for work
(4) Transferring money from
(3) Providing Urban Facilities
one place to the othef
' in Rural Area_s (PURA)
(5) Selling National saving
(4) Look East Policy
Certificates
(5) None of these
161.Which of the following awards .
was given to Prakash and . 169.Which of the following is
grown on mountain slopes
Mandakini Amte recently?
only?
(1} · Ramon Magsaysay Award
(1) Wheat (2) Paddy
(2} Booker Prize
(3) Tea
(4) Sugarcane
(3) Kalidas Samman
(5) Bajra
(4) Bajaj Award
170. Which of the following si NOT
(5) None of these
one of the departments of the
162.Abhinav Bindra is famous .......
Ministry of Finance iri India?
(1) social worker
(1) Economic Affairs
··
(2) film star
(2) Expenditure
(3) sports personality .
(3) Revenue
(4) journalist
(4) Social Justice
(5) politician
(5) Disinvestment
163.Which, of the following
programmes in NOT a · 17l.Teachers Day is celebrated on
the Birthday of .........
programme for the social sector?
(1) Jawaharlal Nehru
(1) Sarva Siksha Abhiyan
(2) S. Radha Krishnan
(2) Integrated child Develop(3) Rajendra Prasad
ment Scheme
·
(4) Indira Gandhi
(3) National Rural Health
(5) Mahatma Gandhi
Mission
172.The Head Office of the Inter(4) Mid day Meal Scheme
national Atomic_ Energy
(5) Bharat Nirman
·"'

Agency (IAEA) is situated in ....
(1) London (2) New York
(3) Vienna . (4) Taipei
(5) Seoul
·
'
173.The Govt. of India has created
a special fund of Rs. 70,000
crore to help which of the following sections of the society,
who is in distress at present?
(1) Medical Practitioners
posted in rural areas
(2) Primary Teachers
(3) Farmers
(4) Child Labour
(5) None of these
174.Which of the following is a
Banking Term?
(1) Blue Book .
(2) Embargo
(3) Real Time Gross settlement
(4) Writ
(5) Blockade
175.Rafael Nadal who won his first
Wimbledon title recently is a
'('

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Badmintion player
Table Tennis player
Golfer
Lawn Tennis player
Rifle shooter

;@!~Iff!~~~
176.Which of the following is a
Web browser?
.
(1) Paint
(2) Power Point.
(3) Fire fox (4) Word
(5) All are Web browsers
177.Most of the commonly used
personal computers/laptops
do not have command key
known as. _ __
(1) Turnover (2) Shift
(3) Alter
(4) Delete
(5) Insert
178.What is the full form of USB as
us.e d in comp_uter related activities?
(1) Universal Security. Block
(2) Ultra Serial Block
(3) United Service Block
(4) Universal Serial Bus
(5) None of these
179. The quickest and easiest way
in Word, to locate a particular
word or phrase in document
is to use the
command.
(1) Replace (2) Find
(3) Lookup (4) Search
(5) ,None of these
I
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180. Which of the following is NOT
a computer programming
launguage?
(1) C
(2) C++
(3) Java
(4) COBOL
(5) Microsoft
18l.To preparea presentation/
slide show which application
is commonly used?
(1) Photoshop
(2) Powerpoint
(3) Outlook Express
(4) Internet Explorer
(5) All these
182. Which of the following is NOT
a- hardware of a computer?
(1} Monitor ·(2) Key Board
(3) Windows
(4) Central Processing U~
_ (5) Mouse
183.A program designed to destroy
data qn your computer which
can travel to "infect" other
computers is .called a .,;; (1) disease (2) torpedo
(3) hurricarie(4) virus
.(5) None of these
l84.Most of the commonly available personal computers/
laptop have a keyboard popularly known as_._
(1) QWERTY(2) QOLTY
(3) ALTER . (4) UCLIF
(5) None .o_f these
185.Whenever ~ have to give
space between the two words
while typing on a PC we have
to press a key known as__
(1) Back space
(2) Shift
(3) Control
(4) Escape (5) Space Bar
186.Editing a document consists of
reading through the document
you've created, then___
(1} correcting your errors
(2) printing it
(3) saving it
(4) deleting it
(5) None of these
187.Which is of the following is
NOT a famous operating system?
(1) Windows Vista
_
(2) Mac OS X(3) Linux
(4) Sun OS . (5) Virtual Box
188.The Internet allows you to__
(1) send electronic mail
(2) view Web pages
(3) connect to servers all .
around the world

(4) All of the above

(1) an ASCII code
(2} a magnetic tape
189. What kind of software would
(3) an OCR scanner
you most likely use to keep
(4) a bar code
track of a billing account?
(5) None of these
(1) Word processing
197.A_is a unique name that you
(2) Electronic publishing
give to a file of information
(3}' Spreadsheet
(1) device letter
(4) Web authoring
(2) folder
(5)~e of these
(3) filename
190.Text amd graphics that have
(4) filename extension
been cut or copied are stored
(5) .. None of these
in an area called the_ _
198.What is an E-mail attachment?
(1) Pasteboard
(1) A receipt sent by the
(2) Copyboard
recipient
(3) Clipboar~
(2) A separate document from
(4) Cuttingboard
·another program sent
(5) None of these
_
along with an E-mail mes19l.A device that connects to a netsage
work without the use of cables
(3) A malicious parasite that
is said to be__
feeds' off of your messages
(1) Distributed
an<:f destroys the contents
(2) Wireless
(4) A list of CC: or BCC: recipi(3) centralized
ents
(4) open source
(5) None of these
(5) None of these
199. Which of the following are all
192.Junk e-mail is also called_
considered advantages of e(1) spam
mail?
(2) spoof
(1) Conveniepce, speed of de(3) sniffer script
/ livery, generality and reli(4) spool
ability
(5) None of these
(2) Printable, global and ex193:What is the most common way
pensive
to get · a virus . in -your
(3) Global, convenience and
computer's hard disk?
MiCrosoft owned
(1) By installing games from
(4) Slow delivery, reliable, glotheir CDROMS
bal and inexpensiv{!
(2) By uploading pictures
(5) None of these
from mobile phones to the
200.E-commerce allows companies
computer
to ___
(3) By opening emails
(1) issue important business
(4) By sending emails
reports
(5) None of these
(2)
conduct business over the
194.What is the default file extenInternet
sion for all word documents?
(3)
support decision making
(1) WRD
(2) TXT
processes
(3) DOC
(4) FlL
(4) keep track of paper-based
(5) None of these
transactions
195.What are .bas, .doc and .htm
(5)
None of these
examples of ?
(1) Databases
(2) Extensions
(3) domains
Directions (201-205): Read the
(4) Protocols
following passage carefully and
(5) None of these
answer the questions given below
196.Codes consisting of bars or it. Certain words/phrases have
lines of varying widths or been printed in bold to help you locate
lengths that are computer- them while answering some of the
readable a!"e known as_ _
questions . .
' (5) Npne of these

r~tt:~sii~~~·~~~~~~-.-1
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For more than thr~e years, firm: "The global economy is
Anna Feng didn't tell her husband growing
without
much
that ·she had sunk nearly half of inflationary pressure."
their savings into the Shanghai
Is anything wrong with this
stock market. While he thought all picture? One very big thing, warn
their money was safely sitting in a the skeptics~ Interest rates are
bank, the value of the stocks rising nearly everywhere and if
plunged by almost 75%. But over there is one simple adage that many
the past couple of months, the investment advisers live by, it's this:
Shanghai market has shown signs "When rates are high, stocks will
of life, and Feng, a 56-year-old die." Indeed, one of the most
retiree, has recouped half her losses. impressive-or scariest-aspects of
She's quiet hopeful th at maybe . the current global bull run is that it
she'll make it all back. "Everyone has come .in the teeth of centralseems to be so optimistic about the bank tightening, most importantly
mqrkets now," she says.
by the U.S. Federal Reserve, which
Around the world, stocks have could slow growth in the world's
been on tear. In Asia, forexample, · key economic locomotive. The Fed
the Tokyo TOPIX stock index bit a has increased a key short-term
14-year high last week as a bull run interest rate-the so-called Fed
in once-dormant Japan gathered funds tate-15 times dating back
momentum; Mumbai's main equity to June 2004, and is widely
index hit an all-time high in expected to raise it once or twice
trading early Friday amid India's more over the next few months. A
continuing economic boom; and brief recession and the Sept. 11
Hong Kong shares reached a five- terrorist attacks in 2001 spurred a
year high while indices in prolonged period of very low
· Singapore, Jakarta and Sydney set interest rates. That boosted U.S.
new records. And though stocks in consumption-in particular the
Asia, in particular, are on fire, they rate-sensitive housing market-and
are not alone. From Germany to kept the global economy humming.
Venezuela to South Africa, equity But long-term rates are now
markets in b oth mature -and beginning to tick upward: last week
emerging marhts have moved up the u.s.' 30-year treasury bond
sharply this year-::..and show little reached 5.04%, its highest level
sign of slov:ing.
since late 2004, and the housing
The underpinning for stocks' market is cooling off-potentially
strong performance, global bulls triggering an economic slowdown
say, is :Jtraightforward. Economic . ·as homeowners cut their spending.
gro·--.ii h continues to be strong in 201.According to the passage,
piaces where it has been buoyant
what makes people hopeful
for several years (the U.S., China
about the markets?
and India) and is finally picking
(1) The descent in the value of
up in places where it had been
stock
notably absent-Japan and parts of
(2) The trend of substantial
"old" Europe. Moreover, earnings
increase in value of stocks
and corporate balance sheets
(3) Safety provided by banks
around the world are as healthy as
to their deposits
they have been in years. In Japan,
(4) Optimism of the stock
corporate profits have climbed for
market players
four straight years and consumer
(5) The interest rates are
spending is rising briskly on the
going up
back of declining unemployment. 202.Which of the following is
Economists say that Japan is now
TRUE about the comparison
in a golden cycle. So, for now, is
between market indices of
much of the world. "It comes down
Mumbai and Hong Kong on
to very simple macroeconomics,"
the one hand and Singapore,
says Subir Gokam, an economist at
Jakarta and Sydney on the
CRISIL, India's largest credit-rating
other?

a

(1) The indices in the former

case are increasing while
those in the latter are
decreasing
(2) There is no remarkable
trend visible between the
two sets of indices
(3) Indices in both the groups
of exercises are stable over
a period of last five years
(4) The markets in both the
groups of countries have
shown upward trend.
(5) None of these
203.How do the stock values in
Asian countries compare with
that in the other countries of
the globe?
(1) It cannot be inferred on the
basis of the content of the
passage
(2) There is a general decline
in the market indices all
over the globe
(3) Markets show a general
rise in the indices all over
the globe
(4) Markets only in Asian
countries have shown
upward trend
(5) None of these
204 .Which of the following is/are
the reason(s) for the statement
that 'Japan is now in a golden
cycle'?
(A) It is an economic growth
without much inflationary
pressure.
(B) Japan witnessed a substantial increase in
cprporate profits for the
last four years.
(C) There
are
more
employment avenues open
and consumer's spending
. has
increased
significantly.
(1) Allthethree-(A),(B) &(C)
(2) (A) & (B) only
(3) Either (B) or (C) only
(4) (A) & (C) only
(5) Either (A) or (C) only
205.According to the content of the
pasage, the spurt in stock ·
markets appears to be _ _
(1) a healthy sign of growing
world peace
(2) an indication of eradication
of global poverty
'I
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(3) a proof of a negligible 210.plunged
number of people below
(1) fell
(2) increased
poverty line
(3) dropped (4) more
(4) a transition from under(5) appeared
development
to 21l.briskly
enrichment ·
(1) vigorously
(5) None of these
(2) efficiently
206.How are the interest rates
(3) hurriedly
associated with the stocks?
(4) insignificantly
(1) In direct proportion
(5) slowly
212.boosted
(2) In inverse proportion
(3) No relation
(1) aggravated(2)elevated
(3) deflated (4) damaged
(4) Dependent upon the investors
(5) stopped ·
(5) None of these
207.In what way did the terrorist
Directions (213-215): Which of
attack in the US influence the the following is most n.early the SAME
markets?
in meaning as the word given in bold
(1) It led to a brief reecession
as used in the passage?
(2) It increased long term need 213.buoyant
for housing
(1) drawing (2) haphazard
(3) It helped ·increase the
(3) upbeat
interest rates on housing
(4) extravagant
(5) sailing ·
(4) It prolonged the low
214.spurred
interest rate regime
(5) None of these
(1) shortened(2) widened
(3) thronged (4) stimulated
208. What is the impact of increasing
long term interest rates?
(5) escalated
(A) Demand in housing market 215.skeptic
(1) disbeliever
i~ gradually diminishing.
(B) Retardation in economic
(2) orthodox
(3) theist
growth.
(C) Restrictions imposed by
(4) philosopher
central bank.
(5) analyst
Directions (216-220): In each of
(1) (A) only (2) (B) only
(3) (C) only
the following sentences there a:e two
(4) · (A) & (C) only
blank spaces. Below each sentence there
(5) None of these
are five pairs of words denoted by
209.Which of the following n!Jmbers (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5). Find
statements is I are FALSE in the · out which pair of words can be filled
context of the;;.passage? ·
tip in the blanks in the sentence in the
(A) Economic · growtl) in US, same sequence to make the sentence
China, India, Japan and grammatically
correct
and
old European countries meaningfully complete.
started to show a 216.More is
of conditions
downward trend.
of the tribals in Maharashtra
than
conditions of those
(B) Higher interest rates help
in the other parts of the
boost stock value.
(C) Skeptics firmly believe that
country.
(1) certain _ _ the
economic growth is a boon
(2) known
of
from all the angles.
(3) aware _ _ of
(1) All the three
(2) (A) and (B) only
(4) favourable _ _ those
(5) uncertain _ _ all
(3) (B) and (C) only
217.Although _ _.is not a very
(4) (A) and (C) only
·desirable feeling, we need a
(5) None of these
certain amount of it
Directions (210-212): Which of
to _ _ well.
the following is most OPPOSITE in
(1) anxiety __exist
meaning of the word given in bold as
(2) grief__ enjoy
used in the passage?

(3) impatience_ _preach
(4) anger_ _ define
(5) jealousy_ _bad
218.Although he is a_ _person,
he
occasionally
loses
his ____
(1) quiet__power
(2) cheerful_"_grief
(3) balanced_ _._temper
(4) thoughtfuly __ anxiety
(5) generous _ _ wealth
219 .In a_ _tone, the leader made
a .powerful_ _to the mob.
(1) realistic _ _ zeal
(2) lower_ _ conviction
(3) loud _ _ argument
(4) soft _ _appeal
(5) pitch _ _ statement
220.The tunnel was so ____~and
congested, that we became_.
(1) I.ong__enthusiastic
(2) deep __.cautious
(3) dark_ _. frightened
(4) crowded_ _isolated
(5) sharp __worried
Directions (221-235): Which of the
phrases (1), (2), (3) and (4) given below
should replace the phrase given in bold in
thefollowing sentence to make the sentence
grammatically meaningful and correct? If
the sentence is correct as it is and no
correction is required, mark (5) as the

answer.
22l.Because of his efficiency the
Director wanted him to work
as his assistant.
(1) wanted to him "'
(2) wants him to be
(3) wanted he to
(4) wanted of him
(5) No correction required
222.Highly intelligent people
seldom tolerate any ambiguity.
(1) tolerate hardly any ambiguity
(2) hardly tolerate ambiguous
(3) tolerate any clarity whatsoever
(4) hardly tolerate any lacuna
(5) No correction required
223. Being toiled for two hours, he
sat down to take some rest.
(1) Have toiled for
(2) Had toiled for
(3) Having to be toiled at
(4) Having toiled for
(5) No correction required
224. He must have behaved impolite
and suffer because of that.
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(1) impolitely and suffer.
(2) impolitely and suffered
(3) impolite and suffered
(4) impolitely and have suffer
(5) No correction required
225 .The Neo Club has been
extended financial and
technical help to poor and
deserving women,:
(1) has been extending
(2) have been extending
(3) is being extended
(4) have been extended
(5) No correction required
226.Even less intelligent students
can be' succeeded through
hard work and perseverance.
(1) get succession
(2) be success
(3) get success
(4) be getting succeeded .
(5) No correction required .
227.Some people experienced life
only if they are totally at the
mercy of their feelings.
(1) experience life as if they are
(2) experienced life as if they are
(3) experiencing if only when
they are
(4) experience life when they
were
(5) No correction required
228.Leaders enable a group by
imagining and create a future
which will fulfill the group
purpose.
(1) . by imagining to create
(2) to imagine and by create
(3) to imagine and create
(4) to imagining creativity
(5) No correction required
229 . Some people by naturally talk
more than others.
(1) by natural talk
(2) naturally talk
(3) nature by talking
(4) Naturally by taking
(5) No correction required
230.Being a man of principle, he
refused to follow the
illegitimate instructions.
(1) follow.!ng the illegitimate
(2) to following illegitimately
(3) to follow the illegitimately
(4) not to follow illegitimately
(5) No correction required
231.0ne of the basic choices we
make in life is whether

- -------- -----..,v &.. v
following the path of smart
selfishness or try to avoid all
problems.
(1) while following
(2) is whether to follow
(3) is whether or not to follow
(4) has b~en whether follow
(5) No correction required
232.Good-natu red people have
been suffered because of their
politicking companions.
(1) have suffering with
(2) are suffered because of
(3) are being suffered because of
(4) may suffer because of
(5) No correction required
233.Making a donation to charity
helps some people feel good.
(1) helped some people felt
(2) helps some people felt
(3) helping some people to feel
(4) helps some of people feeling
(5) No correction required
234. Why does he worry over petty
matters is not known.
(1) he worries
(2) he did worry
(3) he does worry
(4) should he be worry
(5) No correction required
235 .The active learning of
adulthood is not only possible
but infinitely and desirable.
(1) possible but only infinite
(2) only possibly infinite and
(3) possible only if inifinite
(4) only possible but infinitely
(5) No correction required
Directions (236-240): Rear-

range the following six sentences (A),
(B), (C), (D), (E) and (F) in the proper
sequence to form a meaningful paragraph; then answer the questions given below them.
(A) To propose the dea of becoming
perfected is not the same as
saying that we human beings
can be perfected.
(B) It only means that we are capable
of learning, changing and
growing throughout the span of
our earthly life.
_.
(C) Learning is a process that begins
at birth and lasts till death.
(D) This development through
understandin_g new things,
transforming and developing
throughout may be considered
as the perfection of soul.

~~;;.u

r-1'\r-r=n.-,

(E) Given that we are here to

continually learn on the
journey of life, it seems that the
ultimate goal of learning is the
perfection of our souls.
(F) Nor that we should be perfect
in everything. ·
236. Which of the following should
be the SECOND statement
after rearrangement?
(1) A
(3) C
(5) E

(2) B
(4) D

237.Which of the following should
be the FIRST statement after
rearrangement?
(1) A

(2) B

(3) C
(4) D
(5) E
238.Which of the following should
be the THIRD statement after
rearrangement?
(1) A
(2) B
(3) C
(4) D
(5) E
239. Which of the following should
be the FIFTH statement after
rearrangement?
(1) A
(2) B
(3) C
(4) D
(5) E
240.Which of the following should
be the SIXTH (LAST) statement
after rearrangement?
(1) A
(2) B
(3) C
(4) D
(5) E
Directions (241-250): In the

following passage, there are blanks,
each of which has been numbered.
These numbers are printed below the
passage and against each, five words
are suggested, one of which fits the
blank appropriately. Find out the
appropriate word in each case.
Most of us are (241) of open
conflict and avoid it if we can. And
there is a (242) to expressing and
working through conflict. If the
working through involeves harsh
word and name-calling, people can
feel deeply hurt and relationships .
can
be
(243),
sometimes
permanently. Some group members
may be afraid that if they really
(244) their anger, they may go out
of control and become violent, or
that others may do this. These fears
can be v~ry (245) and based on
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experience. So why take the risk?
Why not avoid conflict at all costs?
Conflict is rather like disease (246)
is best. That means attending to
areas where (247) may occur before
they become an issue. If you have
not (248) a conflict happening, your
next choice is to treat it early, or
hope that it goes away over time,
fine. If it (249) then you will still
have to handle (treat) it, and it is
likely to be more (250).
241.(1) aware
(2) worried
{3) scared
(4) carefull
(5) reckless
~42.(1) chance
(2) risk
(3) challenge
(4) measure
(5) principle
243.(1) rebuilt
(2) involved
(3) established
(4) maligned
(5) damaged
244.(1) regulate
(2) control
(3) sublimate
(4) express ,
_(5) minimize
245.(1) real
(2) national
(3) baseless
(4) imaginary
(5) exaggerative
246.(1) prevention
(2) medicine
(3) cure
(4) diagnosis
(5) prescription
247.(1) consensus
(2) stalemate
(3) harmony
(4) disco~fiture
(5) disagreemen
248: (1) seen
(2) prevented
(3) expressed
(4) ignored
(5) induced
249.(1) not
(2) hasn't
(3) doesn't
(4) won't
(5) don't
250.(1) urgent
(2) skilled
(3) credible (4) serious
(5) fraudulent
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